EyeOn product
Boost your APS
performance

Many companies use planning tools that have been implemented
several years ago. Models and parameters have been set at
the start, but often not adapted to rapidly changing dynamics.
Moreover, everybody seems to embrace advanced analytics to
get grip on this evolving environment, and companies are afraid
to fall behind.
APS vendors are fuelling this fear by promoting next generation
tools as thé solution. Next to the traditional APS vendors ‘new
kids on the block’ are emerging, making it even more difficult to
make a choice. Besides, only few companies already have a good
view on how advanced analytics could give them a competitive
advantage and dread to start the IT journey.
Easy access to advanced analytics right now
The good news is that companies can buy time, while getting
access to the latest advanced analytics capabilities. This can be
achieved by plugging-in proven analytics (system of innovation –
highly adaptive) into their current APS (system of differentiation
- delivering competitive advantage) and/or ERP system (system
of record - does not have to be unique).
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Advanced analytics offered
Typical analytics to tap into involve:
• Advanced forecasting: best possible forecast based on
internal and/or external data sources using latest statistical
techniques
• Inventory optimization: optimized single/multi-echelon
inventory parameter settings using unique analytical models
• Supply chain data engineering: the right planning master
data (e.g. realistic lead times) determined via advanced data
mining

• Step 2 Design & configure
- Analytical engine configured to your needs
- Secure end-to-end process, fully tested
• Step 3 Execute
- Optimized output & actionable business insights
- Structural process monitoring
- Continuous improvement
Why connecting to managed services
By connecting to our managed services planning performance
gets an instant boost. It enables planners and the organization to
get acquainted with next level planning capabilities. And delivers
insights to your specific future planning needs, to shape your
future planning landscape at their own pace.
How can we help you?
Lighten your load. Let us assist you in managing complex supply
chain and planning processes. Make use of our high-quality
planning and forecasting resources to get ahead. Let our training
programme and customized coaching enable your team to run its
own high-quality forecasting and planning process.

Honeycomb platform
Our services all run on Honeycomb: our data science platform for
advanced forecasting, inventory optimization & scenario analysis.
Honeycomb combines state-of-the art data science capabilities
like data preparation, modeling, machine learning & analytics
and visualization with a secure and fully scalable data storage
environment.
3 steps to tap into advanced analytics
It takes just 3 steps to connect:
• Step 1 Proof of concept
- What could be achievable by using advanced analytics?
- How to connect fit-for-purpose?
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Interested?
You can contact us at forecastservices@eyeon.nl for more
information or to make an appointment.

Our promise
We implement proven innovations to raise your
forecasting and planning performance. We work in the
most pragmatic way possible, based on our knowledge
and experience in over hundred large, international
companies. We develop and implement the best fit-forpurpose improvements with real impact.

